Below are comments submitted via the Conversion Map received after the 12 April 2017 deadline to be addressed in
the Supplemental Staff Report for the 24 April 2017 hearing.
4/13/17
Amendolagine,
410 Solar Rd NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107, USA
Vincent
6131 4th St NW, Los Ranchos De Albuquerque, NM 87107,
USA
6310 4th St NW, Los Ranchos De Albuquerque, NM 87107,
USA
311 La Plata Rd NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107, USA
these parcels are now residential and have limited
commercial use. This protects and buffers our
neighborhoods. The neighbors and neighborhoods will
have no control over what goes on for those properties as
far as commercial development. There have been
attempts to put in businesses on some of those properties
that would greatly diminish the quality of life in
surrounding neighborhoods. one proposal in all likelihood
would have made it difficult to impossible to exit our street
at rush hour in the morning. This proposal cannot stand.
also i just got this email. so late notice

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.
Planning Comp Plan-UDO; Lehner, Catalina L.; Reed, Terra L.
RE: Additional Comments Regarding the Current IDO Draft
Monday, April 17, 2017 11:31:13 AM

Oops. These are still within 48-hour rule for April 24. Sorry for any confusion.
From: Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 11:31 AM
To: Planning Comp Plan-UDO; Lehner, Catalina L.; Reed, Terra L.
Subject: FW: Additional Comments Regarding the Current IDO Draft

Please put these in the project file for Council consideration.
Thanks!
M
From: Govinda Haines [mailto:bwanawazimu@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 10:01 AM
To: Schultz, Shanna M.; Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.; Veronica Salinas; Davis, Pat; Foran, Sean M.
Subject: Additional Comments Regarding the Current IDO Draft
Dear Project Planners,
The Neighborhood Edges section in the current Draft IDO, under Applicability (Section 4-8.2.) states that:
"These standards apply to all lots that: (2) share a side or rear lot line with, or are located across a street from: (a) a
lot in the R-A, R-1, R-MC, or R-T zone district that contains a Household Living use (as shown in Table 3-2-1)
other than a live-work dwelling or a multifamily dwelling"
Please change this language so that the Neighborhood Edges building height stepdown standards apply to lots
adjacent to all lots in the R-A, R-1, R-MC, and R-T zones, including live-work and multifamily dwellings. There
is no reason residents in live-work or multifamily dwellings should be denied the protections other residents have.
On my street (Aliso) there are many historic properties that are zoned multifamily at the end of the street near
Central. These properties are 1-story high (approximately 12 feet) and are nearly indistinguishable from the
surrounding historic single family properties. There is no buffer between the residential zone and the MX-M zone
across Copper. Clearly, this Neighborhood Edges section should apply to this situation, regardless of the whether
the residential properties are duplexes or single family dwellings.
Thanks,
Govinda Haines

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Erick Johnson
Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Terry Johnson
RE: IDO Zoning
Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:37:32 AM
CABQ Ltr RE 123 Montano Proposed Zoning 4.19.17.pdf
JCRE Ltr RE IDO Zoning Concerns 4.19.17.pdf

Carol,
As a follow up to our meeting last Friday, attached is a letter regarding the request to change the
proposed zoning for 123 Montano NW to NR-LM as well as our comments regarding multiple
different uses as relates to the proposed zone changes.
Thanks,

Erick Johnson CCIM, SIOR
7550 Meridian Pl NW
Albuquerque, NM 87121
Office: (505) 831-3333
Mobile: (505) 710-8501
Fax: (505) 833-2925
Email: erick@jcrenm.com
Website: www.jcrenm.com
From: Toffaleti, Carol G. [mailto:cgtoffaleti@cabq.gov] On Behalf Of Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 9:59 AM
To: Erick Johnson; Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Cc: Terry Johnson; Angelo Brunacini
Subject: RE: IDO Zoning

Erick,
We look forward to meeting with you next Friday, and to receiving the property information. Thanks
for the permitted use concerns.
Best,
Carol Toffaleti, Senior Planner
Urban Design & Development/Long Range
City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Direct line 924-3345
cgtoffaleti@cabq.gov

http://www.abc-zone.com/

From: Erick Johnson [mailto:erick@jcrenm.com]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 9:44 AM
To: Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Cc: Terry Johnson; Angelo Brunacini
Subject: RE: IDO Zoning
Carol,
Thanks for the email. How about 2:30 on Friday 4/14.   I will send you a list of property addresses in
the next day or so. In addition to discussing specific properties, we also have concerns regarding
some limitations of use in certain zoning categories (e.g. cold storage only being permitted in NRLM & NR-GM) which we’d like to discuss. When I send you the list of property addresses, I’ll also
include these use concerns.
Thanks,

Erick Johnson CCIM, SIOR
7550 Meridian Pl NW
Albuquerque, NM 87121
Office: (505) 831-3333
Mobile: (505) 710-8501
Fax: (505) 833-2925
Email: erick@jcrenm.com
Website: www.jcrenm.com
From: Toffaleti, Carol G. [mailto:cgtoffaleti@cabq.gov] On Behalf Of Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 8:26 AM
To: Erick Johnson; Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Cc: Terry Johnson
Subject: RE: IDO Zoning

Hello Erick,
Our next open slot for appointments is Fri 4/14 at 2:30. Would that work for you? We could also do
3:30, or the following week on Monday or Friday afternoon.
It would be helpful to know the addresses of the parcels you would like to discuss before our
meeting.
Thank you for reaching out to the ABC-Z Team to address your concerns.
Best Regards,
Carol Toffaleti, Senior Planner
Urban Design & Development/Long Range
City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Direct line 924-3345
cgtoffaleti@cabq.gov

http://www.abc-zone.com/

From: Erick Johnson [mailto:erick@jcrenm.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 4:35 PM
To: Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Cc: Terry Johnson
Subject: IDO Zoning
We’d like to set an appointment regarding the proposed zoning of certain parcels as well as
limitations of certain uses under proposed zones.
Thanks,

Erick Johnson CCIM, SIOR
7550 Meridian Pl NW
Albuquerque, NM 87121
Office: (505) 831-3333
Mobile: (505) 710-8501
Fax: (505) 833-2925
Email: erick@jcrenm.com
Website: www.jcrenm.com

T Johnson Management, LC
7550 Meridian Place NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87121
Post Office Box 7326
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87194-7326
505-710-8415
terry@jcrenm.com

April 19, 2017
City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Plaza del Sol Building
600 Second NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
RE: 123 Montano Rd NW, Albuquerque NM
To Whom it May Concern:
As agent for the ownership of the above referenced property, we request that the proposed zoning in
the Integrated Development Ordinance for 123 Montano NW be equivalent to its current M-1 zoning.
Based on your online material the proposed zoning for 123 Montano NW is MX-M. The property has
been an industrial facility since the 1960’s and continues to function as such. Due to the good
condition and modern building characteristics, we would anticipate the industrial use of the property
to continue for another 30 to 50 years. For this reason, we request the proposed zoning for 123
Montano NW be changed to NR-LM.
Sincerely,

Terry L. Johnson CCIM, SIOR

April 19, 2017
City of Albuquerque Planning Department
Plaza del Sol Building
600 Second NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
RE: ABC-Z Zoning Concerns & Comments
To Whom It May Concern:
Below is a list of our concerns regarding certain uses specified in the proposed Integrated
Development Ordinance.
Food, Beverage, and Indoor Entertainment:
 Bar, Restaurant, Tap Room/Tasting Room – Clarification needed: Why is a restaurant
serving alcohol a Permissive use in MX-L, but a Bar and Tap Room/Tasting Room in
MX-L are Conditional?
Motor Vehicle – Related:
 Heavy vehicle and equipment sales, rental, fueling, and repair needs to be a permitted
use in NR-BP and in NR-C. On the Westside of town there are multiple truck repairs
facilities that would be in either NR-BP or NR-C. Provided the use is “conducted in a
completely enclosed building or within an area enclosed on all sides by a wall or fence at
least six feet high, which must be solid when it faces or abuts land not zoned C-2, C-3,
M-1, or M-2”, equipment rental, sales, display, and repair operative contractor’s and
heavy farm equipment is permissive in C-3 and M-1. Additionally, “manufacturing,
assembling, treating, repairing, or rebuilding articles except those conditional or
otherwise limited in this zone and the M-1 zone or specifically listed permissive or
conditional in the M-2 zone, provided manufacturing is conducted within a completely
enclosed building” is permissive in the IP zone.
 Outdoor vehicle storage needs to be a permitted use in NR-C and NR-BP. It is
understood screening from public rights of way may be required. We are seeing an
increased demand for outdoor vehicle storage with limited options available in the
market. We need to be able to accommodate this demand and with limited inventory of
properties currently zoned M-1 and M-2, if outdoor vehicle storage/parking were
permitted provided a such storage is surrounded by a solid wall or fence, this would be
very helpful.
 Car Wash – Why was this use deleted as Permissive in MX-M and added back as
Conditional

Offices & Services:
 Construction contractor facility and yard needs to be a permitted use in NR-C and
NR-BP. Again these uses are all over C-3, IP, and M1 land currently. Provided the use
is “conducted in a completely enclosed building or within an area enclosed on all sides by
a wall or fence at least six feet high, which must be solid when it faces or abuts land not
zoned C-2, C-3, M-1, or M-2” a construction contractor’s equipment storage, or
contractor’s plant is currently permissive in C-3 and M-1.
 Personal and Business Services, small & large – what is breakpoint regarding size?
Retail Sales:
 Building and Home Improvement Materials, large – what is definition of “large?”
This use might be appropriate for MX-M and MX-H.
 General Retail, small, medium, and large – Clarification: Is “small” 0 – 10,000 sf;
“medium” greater than 10,000 up to 50,000 sf except for grocery stores that can go to
70,000 sf, and “large” greater than 50,000 sf? Can we assume that “small” and
“medium” are Permissive in “large?”
 Liquor retail – Needs to be Permissive in MX-L and MX-M for existing locations.
Existing C-1 zoned properties for package liquor sales are currently permissive. For this
reason package liquor needs to be permitted in MX-L and MX-M.
Transportation:
 Freight terminal or dispatch center needs to be permitted in NR-BP. It is understood
screening from public rights of way may be required.
Manufacturing, Fabrication, and Assembly:
 The definition of Heavy Manufacturing excludes uses currently permissive in the IP and
M-1 (and in some cases C-3 zone). These uses include concrete or cement products
manufacturing (not including batch plant), processing of stone (granite fabricators),
machine shop, metal stamps, tool and die making, and ice plant.
Please feel free to contact us with any questions, (505) 831-3333.
Sincerely,
JOHNSON COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE LC

Erick Johnson CCIM, SIOR

Terry L. Johnson CCIM, SIOR

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.
Lehner, Catalina L.; Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Reed, Terra L.
FW: IDO Comments for the record
Wednesday, April 19, 2017 3:32:00 PM
Comments to EPC-2.docx

Please include in 48-rule comments.
Thanks,
M
From: President Martineztown [mailto:sbmartineztown@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 2:40 PM
To: Rumpf, Linda; Armijo, Alan B.; Carmona, Dalaina L.; Montoya, Donna M.; Quevedo, Vicente M.;
Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.; Brito, Russell D.; Benton, Isaac; Barkhurst, Kathryn Carrie
Subject: IDO Comments for the record

Please see attached comments from the SBMTNA regarding concerns that need to be
addressed in the IDO before passing.
We look forward to working with the City to ensure a stronger future for all of us.
Carol
SBMTNA Secretary
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4/16/17
Santa Barbara/Martineztown Neighborhood Association
Written comments for EPC in regards to IDO
14-16-3-1.4
Previously Permitted Uses: Wording needs to be changed to
include previous conditional uses as approved as well
Notifications:
Please include;, Declaratory Rulings, and Fence, Wall or Sign
Permits under Electronic Mail.
Manufacturing:
If the intent was to rate manufacturing by size, the explanation was
NOT carried down into the descriptions and it is difficult to
understand. Please clarify descriptions.
Areas of Consistency
I can only find development standard references to Residential
zone/districts in Areas of Consistency, if this does not include
Residential Uses in Mixed use Zoning then we have an issue.
Despite our mixed use zoning over 95% of it is currently single
family residences, we do not have issue with most commercial uses
listed but they must respect the surrounding residences when
building. Unless I missed it please consider revising to include
mixed use areas and for MX-M zones.
Possibly something like,
”If a MX-M Zone is in an Area of Consistency that is primarily a
single family detached use, design height standards will be capped
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at no more than 1 story (X ft) above surrounding buildings and be
of similar design character.” There should NOT be a “No
Limit(height)” clause in a mixed use area that is primarily
residential use

14-16-4-8.1 ** of utmost importance**
Neighborhood Edge, Purpose
Our largest and most dense single family neighborhood is zoned a
mixed use NRC/MX-L. It needs the protection that Neighborhood
Edge will give but because it is not zoned as residential it is left
out.
Wording needs to be changed to include that the Neighborhood
Edge provision can be triggered by Single Family Detached
Use, not just by zone.
We are requesting that he Neighborhood Edge Provision be
included and applied to our old and historical neighborhood and
all similar neighborhoods. This provision would help developers
better integrate with the current architecture of the neighborhood
in question. SBMTNA has identified 7 historically accurate
architectural types and we would like to see them honored and
enhanced in order to keep our neighborhood unique, vibrant, and
honor its legacy.
As mentioned above and in concert with City Planning, William
Dodge (a very well versed historian) and the SBMTNA Board, we
have developed and made available on our website –
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www.sbmtna.org- under the History and Preservation Tab, a copy
of our Neighborhood Handbook and Design Guidelines. As soon
as the IDO is approved we will submit this document at our
template for our Character Protection Overlay. From now until
then, we will continue to obtain our neighborhood residents’ input
and approval for this document.
Once again we volunteer to be considered first when starting the
Community Planning Assessments, although we are very aware
that we are not the only neighborhood in need. Since the mid1950s, we have not been treated the most fairly by the City and
many decisions were taken that did not, and could not because of
internal discord, affirm our neighborhood. We are now at this
juncture in time and history where we have the opportunity to
revitalize and protect our historically and culturally rich
neighborhood. Only through your help can we right the wrong,
provide protections where needed and mend our community.
In the mid-century past, a number of outside (City and
commercial) interests thought and decided (without our support
or approval) to re-zone this historically residential, agricultural and
sheep herding community as heavy commercial and industrial.
That started our downfall towards poverty. This situation is of
grave concern to us and over the decades has also created a major
rift, heavily laden with distrust between property owners and
towards the City and Officials. To remedy this injury, once the IDO
is passed, we will seek future zone changes with map amendments
for at least 3 of our primarily residential land use but commercially
zoned areas. In the mean time for the hard work ahead, we seek
your approval to hire a Council-sponsored outside agent who
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would train and guide us in the effort of informing accurate and
truthfully all said residents of the pros and cons of a voluntary
zone change.
In closing, our community is still divided about our future. We are
all deeply passionate in honoring our community, its history,
culture and legacy. Albeit, our viewpoints differ. The MWG wants
all of SBMT to become strictly residential, “as it was”. The SBMTNA
knows our small community was full of small businesses that made
it self-sufficient and welcomes, in addition to current and future
residents, live/work, small business and new
development/upgrades that integrate harmoniously in our
community.

Thank you for your time and attention.
Respectfully,
SBMTNA Board

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rahim Kassam
Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.
rahimkassam@gmail.com; Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Re: Parking standards in IDO
Wednesday, April 19, 2017 5:10:23 PM

Thank you. Let me add something officially to the comments for the IDO:
Currently in most parts of the city, the parking requirement for hotels is one space
per rental unit. This is way too high as nowadays there are more ridesharing options
such as Uber & Lyft and visitors don't want or need to rent cars. Many hotels also
have airport and area shuttles and we should encourage visitors to use ART while in
Albuquerque. The requirement should be half of the spaces currently required. The
city needs to be flexible with these parking standards so that smaller, local hotels
can compete with the boom in large chain hotels and casino subsidized hotels. Let's
fix this dated standard while we have a chance so that Albuquerque can can
compete with other cities that have lots of local boutique hotels and bed and
breakfasts.
Thank you,
Rahim Kassam
On Apr 19, 2017, at 5:00 PM, Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J. <mrenzwhitmore@cabq.gov> wrote:
IDO is online here:
https://abc-zone.com/sites/abczone.com/files/document/pdf/ABQ_IDO_EPC_Draft_12-29-16_web.pdf
Parking standards are in Table 4-5-5 , starting on page 204.
Please submit any comments for EPC consideration by 1 p.m. tomorrow. Comments
received after that deadline will be forwarded to Council for consideration at the next
stage in the adoption process.
General page about the adoption process for the IDO is here:
https://abc-zone.com/document/abq-ido-epc-submittal-draft
Best,
Mikaela Renz-Whitmore, Planner

City of Albuquerque Planning Department, Urban Design & Development Division
Project Planner – ABC to Z
505-924-3932
mrenz@cabq.gov

<image003.jpg>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

bg
Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Fwd: IDO
Thursday, April 20, 2017 7:46:03 AM
RANA comment for IDOABC to Z Comp.pdf

I am concerned that our letter from RANA is not signed. I received the attached
showing it is from the Board. I hope you can substitute this in the hope such a letter
will be seriously considered.
Thank you.
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: bg <bgrothus@aol.com>
Date: April 20, 2017 at 6:34:13 AM MDT
To: bgrothus@aol.com
Subject: IDO

Sent from my iPad

!

April 18, 2017

To Whom It May Concern:
The Raynolds Addition Neighborhood Association (RANA) submits this
comment as input to the ABC to Z Comp Plan and IDO process. While we
understand that current zoning permits development in the portion of our
neighborhood from 10th to 8th streets, it is important to us that any
development in in this area respect the traditional and historic nature of our
older neighborhood and integrates these aspects into its design. As the
current sector plan for RANA states, RANA has an “architecturally coherent
scale, (and) presents a unique opportunity in Albuquerque for
neighborhood conservation”. The residents of RANA strongly support the
language of the sector plan and want any new development in the
neighborhood, especially in the blocks from 10th to 8th streets, to honor
the intent within the sector plan. The residents of Raynolds Addition
appreciate the small scale aesthetic character and feel of our
neighborhood and want the current fabric of our neighborhood to be
preserved and respected, rather than usurped or overwhelmed by newer,
larger development practices.

Sincerely,
Raynolds Addition Neighborhood Association Board of Directors

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

LORETTA A NARANJO-LOPEZ
Planning Comp Plan-UDO
sanignaciochurchabq; Robert` Woodruff; jeslopez; Ivan Westergaard; Christina Dauber ; Javier Martinez;
jortizyp; joaquinrsanchez; Ivan Westergaard; Martha Powers; jaelyn deMaria; Christine Critter Montoya;
gilsman1; Rosalie Martinez; Bianca Encinias; Diana; robert.nelson.abq; winterjesse; Angela Vigil; Rene Harvoth
MWG Comments on IDO dated April 20, 2017
Thursday, April 20, 2017 12:05:44 PM
MWGCOMMENTSONIDO4202017.docx

I have attached the comments in regard to the Integrated Development Ordinance. If you
should have any questions, please call me at 270-7716.
Thank you.
Loretta Naranjo Lopez, President
Martineztown Work Group

1127 Walter NE
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505)270-7716

April 20, 2017
Karen Hudson, Chair
Environmental Planning Commission
600 Second Street NW, 3rd Floor
Albuquerque NM 87102
Attn: Catalina Lehner, Staff Planner
RE: COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED IDO BASED ON THE MARTINEZTOWN/SANTA
BARBARA SECTOR PLAN, RESOLUTION 270-1980 AND CURENT ZONING CODE
Section 14-16-1-3 INTENT, CURRENT COMP PLAN AND UPDATED COMP PLAN
Dear Chair Hudson,
The Martineztown Work Group is writing to request a 14 -16 month deferral on the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO). The reason for the deferral is that the IDO violates the City of
Albuquerque Comprehensive Zone Code and Resolution 270-1980. The recommended zone
categories for Martineztown/Santa Barbara Neighborhood and regulations do not protect the
health, safety and welfare of the residents. The IDO does not preserve and protect the
neighborhood with the proposed IDO zoning. The IDO is confusing and the residents should be
able to understand what major changes the City of Albuquerque will impose on residential
property owners.
The Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) is proposing to replace the City Comprehensive
Zoning Code, but the IDO does not relate to the development in Albuquerque. The current City
Comprehensive Zone Code is very user friendly for the community. (See A Zoning Code
Overview for General Public 2009 by Matthew Conrad). The Martineztown/Santa Barbara
Sector Plan addresses a comprehensive set of issues affecting the neighborhood, ranging from
social services to land use and economic revitalization. Some of the key recommendations
which followed the Comprehensive Plan were to maintain the unique character of the
neighborhood, promote neighborhood stabilization by adopting the SU-2 zoning to resolve land
use and zoning conflicts. All Sector Plans are required to follow the Rank 1 plan and the zone
categories refer to the City Comprehensive City Zone Code with some amendments. IDO has
little restrictions to protect the health, safety and welfare of the residents. The proposed zone
categories are confusing and deceiving. The proposed mixed use categories allow all
commercial or all apartments, but no single-family. Mixed Use for who and who benefits? The
new zone categories are more intense and denser than the current zoning code and are
incompatible in historical neighborhoods. Based on Article IX, Environmental Protection, the
zone categories do not maintain an aesthetic and humane environment and therefore should not
be allowed.
The City of Albuquerque refers to the Albuquerque & Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan
that was enacted by the City on April 7, 2017. The IDO states on page 1-3.1., implement the

adopted Albuquerque-Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan as amended, but the updated
Comprehensive plan has not been approved by the Bernalillo County Commission, so the IDO
cannot be enacted and therefore the process should be deferred.
On page 307 of IDO, the City of Albuquerque refers to 5.3.2 Facility and Metropolitan
Redevelopment Area Plans. The City of Albuquerque states that the MRA for Martineztown
does not have a plan, but the plan is the sector plan and there is also a report included. This
needs to be legally reviewed since an MRA according the legal process could have not been
approved without a plan. If the sector plan goes away what happens to the MRA for
Martineztown? This is an unresolved matter that needs to be dealt with prior to the approval of
IDO. MWG recommends that sector plans are included in the IDO.
The IDO states under the Planning System 5.3.3., on Community Planning Area Assessments.
Any type of community planning requires that assessments are done prior to approval a plan.
The City of Albuquerque should be required to provide the assessments prior to the approval of
the IDO.
The zoning in Martineztown/Santa Barbara was established in error and should have been dealt
when the zoning was established in 1990 under the current City Zoning Code. The permissive
use of heavy commercial businesses is detrimental to the residential quality of life. The City
Planning Department according the sector plan for Martineztown/Santa Barbara recommends a
review of the zoning in five years based on the goals and objectives after it was adopted. (See
MT/SBSDP, pages 7, 8, under G. Zoning, page 70) The City failed to follow their policies and
regulations. The City for the last nine years had an opportunity to correct the error, but failed.
The neighborhood wants the protection that all residential single-family land use has through
some parts of Martineztown/Santa Barbara and throughout the city of Albuquerque that are
zoned R-1 prior to the adoption of IDO. Sites Southwest 2009 draft Sector Development Plan
for Martineztown/Santa Barbara with the 2009 map needs to be included in the new zone code.
If the City does not deal with zoning now, Martineztown/Santa Barbara permissive incompatible
uses will be allowed and the predominant single-family dwellings will be non-conforming
whereas under the R-2 the R-1 uses are permissive. The protection that all residential
neighborhoods have currently under R-1 will be denied for only Martineztown/Santa Barbara
neighborhood. Under the City Zone Code, the required R-1 zone category will create orderly
harmonious development in order to promote the health, safety, convenience, and welfare of the
citizens of the city. The City proposed MX zones and other zone categories, do not follow
Section 14-16-1-3 Intent to create orderly, harmonious, and economically sound development in
order to promote the health, safety, convenience, and general welfare of the city. These
regulations are necessary to provide adequate open spaces for light and air including solar
access, to avoid undue concentration of population, to secure safety from fire, panic, and other
dangers to help control congestion in the streets and public ways to and abate unsightly use of
buildings or land. The City should encourage the most appropriately use of land which is R-1 for
the historical neighborhood and conserve and stabilize the value of property.
The IDO violates the City of Albuquerque Resolution 270-1980 and the City of Albuquerque
Comprehensive City Zoning Code. The IDO is not consistent with the health, safety, morals and
general welfare of the City. The uses proposed in the historical residential area are incompatible.

The permissive four to six story apartments are incompatible in Martineztown/Santa Barbara. 3)
Any type of liquor establishment should not be allowed in a family friendly neighborhood. The
C-2 allows incompatible uses including full service bar. The current zone requires all business to
be conducted in enclosed building and the proposed zone categories allow open storage. The
housing between Mountain and Rosemont south of Broadway is zone NR-LM. This area has
always been single-family dwellings with some C-1 uses that supported the neighborhood needs.
The historical single family dwellings are to be preserved.
There is no stability in the land use with mixed use and therefore there is no sound justification.
Mixed Use Moderate Intensity Zone (MX-M) allows 1/6 as many units as an R-4 zone but MXM allows much more. The MX zone categories should only be allowed downtown not in any
historical residential land use areas. SU-2/C-3 allows incompatible uses in enclosed buildings.
The proposed zoning does not have this requirement and has less restriction with no public
process. The designation of R-LM along Commercial on the east side between I-40 to Prospect
is all single family dwellings and should not be zoned R-ML rather R-1. The current R-2 allows
single family dwellings. The vacant property on Broadway and I-40 is recommended MX-T on a
0-1 zone. The intensity and density should not be allowed on this vacant lot. This should also be
zoned R-1 because the predominant zoning is R-1. The housing on McKnight and Broadway is
zoned Su-1b Planned Residential Development which is R-1 single family. The proposed R-ML
does not match the current residential development. The property from Odelia Road to Hannet
and Edith to Broadway is all residential R-1 zone. The MX-M and NR-LM should not be
allowed in this area. (See City Zone Code Intent) The zones proposed for the property from the
church to Odelia are proposed MX-T. This area is single family dwellings. The Planned
Residential Development by GAHP is on High, Crespin and Cordero and should be zoned R-1.
Some of the housing is not included as R-1. The single family dwellings along Franciscan
between Kinley and San Ignacio Court is zone NR-LM and the current zoning is R-1. These
corrections need to be made based on Resolution 270-1980 and the City Zone Code. The area
that is stated as not classified is historical R-1 land use and should be zoned R-1. The housing all
down from Walter to Broadway along both sides of Rosemont from Edith to Broadway and
along Broadway should not be zoned NR-C. These are historic homes that are all single family
dwellings. These dwellings are historical R-1 land uses. All the single family dwellings on both
sides of Mountain Road NE from Woodward to Broadway are single-family R-1 zoning. The
City is designating the C-3 zone with different zoning and how and why was this determined?
The housing along Marble Avenue, Placido Martinez Road is zoned NR-C. There is existing
historic homes and a Planned Residential Development is required under the current zone code to
be R-1 zone. The property along Slate and High is given a different zoning from SU--2/C-3 to
NR-C, but yet when the neighborhood requests R-1 it cannot be done. This zone category is not
the same as the other MX-L and historically is a single family residential street. The R-3 or RMH should not be allowed anywhere in Martineztown/Santa Barbara Neighborhood.
The proposed zoning is in conflict with the adopted elements of the Comprehensive Plan,
Martineztown/Santa Barbara Sector Plan and the Intent of the City Zoning Code. The Sector
Plan should remain to preserve the historical Martineztown/Santa Barbara including the Plan
name and boundaries which are part of the historic significance and updated.

There was an error when the historical neighborhood was zoned heavy commercial and
apartments. The historical residential land use is on record as R-1 single family dwellings. The
record also shows that the neighborhood property owners pay single family residential taxes.
There is no justification that there has been a changed neighborhood or community conditions to
justify the change. The neighborhood continues to be single family one story dwellings.
The different use category would not be advantageous to the community as articulated in the
Comprehensive Plan or Sector Plan. (See Goal 4.1 Character, Comp Plan, MT/SBSDP, page 7,
F. Goals/Objectives – promote the preservation and enhancement of a traditional community,
eliminate conditions which are detrimental to public, health, safety and welfare, stabilize land
use patterns and resolve land use and zoning conflicts.
Many of the use proposed uses are harmful to the residential area and should not be allowed.
(See Goal 13.5 protect and maintain safe and healthy environments where people can thrive and
Policy 13.5.4.)Walls and setbacks cannot prevent toxic air pollution.
The proposed uses will require major and un-programmed capital expenditures by the City and
should be denied to lack of capital funds. Due to the efforts of Martineztown Work Group, the
1968 Santa Barbara Park was renovated. Since 1990, the neighborhood is waiting to see that
Capital Improvement Projects are completed such as replace lighting on major streets I-40
underpass, Edith, Mountain, Odelia, Broadway, and Commercial, landscaping is done on
Broadway, Lomas, and Mountain Road; repair of sidewalks, and Community Center.

The City of Albuquerque addresses the economic consideration throughout the Comp Plan
process and the IDO process and according to Resolution 270-1980 this shall not be a
determining factor.
The location on a collector or major street is not in itself sufficient justification for apartment,
office or commercial zoning. The proposed IDO will not control congestion in the streets and
will not abate unsightly use of buildings or land.
The change zone will not facilitate realization of the current and updated Comprehensive Plan
and the adopted Martineztown/Santa Barbara Sector Plan to promote the preservation and
enhancement of a traditional community eliminate conditions which detrimental to public health,
safety and welfare, and conserve, improve and expand housing availability to all families.
MWG respectfully asks that EPC follow the current Comp Plan, the proposed Comp Plan, the
Resolution 270-1980, the City Comprehensive Zoning Code and listen to the residents of
Martineztown/Santa Barbara Neighborhood and stabilize the land use patterns and resolve land
use and zoning conflicts by zoning our residential area R-1 prior to the adoption of the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO) based on the above reasons. Furthermore, MWG requests that
the Martineztown/Santa Barbara Sector Plan draft by Site Southwest is reviewed and approved
by City Council and historical single family residential planned map area done by Site Southwest
2009 is approved prior to the approval of IDO.

Sincerely,
Loretta Naranjo Lopez, President
Martineztown Work Group

pc: Mayor Richard Berry
All City Councilors
All Commissioners
Representative Javier Martinez
Senator Gerald Ortiz y Pino
Commissioner Debbie O’Malley
Former Representative Rick Miera
Deacon Roberto Morrow, San Ignacio Church
Archbishop John C Wester, Archdiocese of Santa Fe
Father Anthony Pavlak, Canonical Priest, San Felipe de Neri
Deacon Robert Morrow, San Ignacio Catholic Church
Reverend Robert Woodruff, Second Presbyterian Church
Ivan Westergaard, St. Paul Lutheran
Anne Avalon, Director, Social Justice and Respect for Life, Archdiocese of Santa Fe,
Joaquin Sanchez, Lead Organizer, Albuquerque Interfaith

P.O. Box 66288
Albuquerque NM 87193-6288
April 20, 2017
Karen Hudson, Chair
Environmental Planning Commission
Sent via email
RE: IDO—Zoning Conversion Map
The Taylor Ranch neighborhood includes some of Albuquerque’s most important natural
amenities. Our neighborhood is bounded on its west by Petroglyph National Monument and on
the east by the Bosque and Rio Grande. Since development started occurring in Taylor Ranch in
the 1980s, the citizens worked with City leaders to make new development work to protect the
rare natural resources in our neighborhood. The effort to “preserve and enhance the natural
features” is codified in the Westside Strategic Plan and the Coors Corridor Plans. And many
SU-1 site plans do the same. The Taylor Ranch N.A. Board and community want the IDO to
maintain this established policy to make sure development preserves and enhances the
Escarpment and the Bosque.
In this letter, TRNA:
1. Points out to serious problems with the zone conversion for lands near the Bosque. We
ask that those parcels be converted to the PD Zone.
2. Brings attention to the fact that much of the new Comprehensive Plan policies are not
implemented in the IDO. Additional review of the IDO design standards is needed.
3. Presents the idea for a citizen Design Review Board for site plan review.
4. Continues to express concern about thresholds for administrative review and building
heights.
TRNA is concerned that the Zoning Map Conversions for land east of Coors between
Western Trail and Alameda1 are in error and the new zones would lead to conflict with the
Comprehensive Plan. Many of these parcels currently have SU-1 zoning or a C-1 Shopping
Center zoning. The current zoning has resulted in the creation of site plans approved by the EPC
that detail: uses, pedestrian orientation, architecture, outdoor patios, and general design
guidelines to blend with the Bosque environment.2 The EPC, the land owners, and the
neighboring property owners have spent a great deal of time and resources to create detailed site
plans. The straight zoning that is being proposed (NR-C and MX-L, MX-M and MX-T) will not
1

This land was identified as Segments 3 and 4 in the Coors Corridor Plan and identified as having special
characteristics for view preservation. The IDO identifies it as the Coors View Preservation Overlay.
2
These site plan features are to achieve policies and regulations in the Westside Strategic Plan, the Coors Corridor
Plan, and the former Comprehensive Plan.
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meet the Comprehensive Plan policies for Heritage Conservation of Open Space, i.e.,” to
preserve and enhance the Bosque environment.” In much of this area development is only a few
hundred feet from the Bosque and the elevations are close to that of the Rio Grande, so the
relationship between development and the natural Bosque is intimate. The NR-C and MX zone
design standards are setup for citywide, urban development, and the zones are not in tune with
the unique and special characteristics of this natural environment.
We ask that the EPC change parcels in the Coors View Preservation Overlay to the PD
Zone. For decades, the EPC has taken the role to oversee that development proposals “preserve
and enhance the Bosque.” The PD zone would allow developers to take advantage of the site
plans that have already been approved. If the parcel does not have an approved site plan, then
the Comprehensive Plan and new IDO policies would guide the EPC review of such a site plan.
The converted zoning, on the other hand, would likely incentivize developers to drop these site
plans and do straight zoning with almost no requirements for the developments to enhance the
Bosque environment.
The straight zoning shown on the proposed Zoning Conversion Map would allow projects
to be developed that conflict with the following Comprehensive Plan policies:
CP Policy 11.3.3
Bosque: Regulate development on adjacent lands to preserve and enhance the Bosque as
an important cultural landscape that contributes to the history and distinct identity of the
region, as well as nearby neighborhoods.
CP, 10.1.2.2 Open Space Overview
“Open Space preserves and protects natural features and cultural resources of the city and
county, creates a sense of place for residents and visitors, and provides educational and
recreational opportunities….
Views of significant natural landscapes can contribute to psychological and emotional
health…
Cultural resources and environmental education deepen understanding of the surround
landscapes and how humans used and benefited from the land.” p. 10-6
CP Open Space Policy 10.3.2
“Preservation: Identify and manage sensitive land within the Open Space network to
protect their ecological function.”
CP Transportation:Multi-modal System Policy 6.2.3
“b)Design pedestrian and bicycle circulation systems within private developments to fit
the character of the site and minimize conflicts with vehicular traffic.” P. 6-42
The EPC has needed to have discretionary authority in reviewing and shaping site
development near the Bosque. Straight zoning does not afford the EPC this discretionary
authority.
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Two areas are of particular concern: Coors and Montano and Coors and La Orilla. These
parcels have site plans in place that have been approved through rigorous review processes.
Much public and private investment has been made in the approval process. Many developers
have already complied with site plan guidelines and conditions and expect subsequent projects to
follow the design guidelines. A distinct community character has been created. Making
development compatible with the Bosque has been a major goal of the existing site plan design
guidelines.
It would be imprudent for the City to revoke decades of investment of time and money in order
to force these lands into a citywide zoning conversion. A zoning conversion which uses a rote
methodology is a major threat to protecting the Bosque which is the epitome of
Albuquerque’s Heritage and Cultural Identity. The majority of the land involved in the
conversion does not involve unique natural features. Where unique natural features exist, the
rote conversion methods do the City a disservice. The PD zone is likely the best way to allow a
conversion to take place without endangering the Bosque.
The IDO has policy for edge treatments on Major Public Open Space. While these policies
provide protection needed for much of the edge of the Major Public Open Space, these policies
are not adequate in this segment of the Bosque that is so close to Coors. Coors is a major
arterial with substantial traffic and commercial business. Policy that covers the entire parcel
from Coors to the Bosque can create a positive synergy of business development and customers
enjoying the Bosque alongside recreationalists in the Bosque. Care in planning the development
can also ensure that the Bosque ecosystem is not degraded.
Coors/Montano Site
The Andalucia site plan for subdivision involved 228 acres that has been under development for
almost 20 years. Around 2005, the commercial northern portion of the development was
separated and identified as North Andalucia. A large luxury apartment complex and credit
union have been developed under the existing site plan for subdivision and building permit. A
current project for a small grocery store and related uses is now in the approval process. Large
tracts remain undeveloped and should be part of a consistent approach for development in an
area next to the Bosque and also the Activity Center for Taylor Ranch.
Important features of that North Andalucia site plan are the:
--creation of a village center that is pedestrian oriented
--previous negotiations which became conditions of approval that no drive-throughs or
gas stations could be built on the site. The drive throughs detract from a pedestrian
village and result in huge trip generation per square feet. A gas station has the added
disadvantage of underground petroleum storage tanks that could pose a threat to the
groundwater of this area with a very high water table.
--compliance with the view preservation regulations of the Coors Plan is emphasized.
The zoning conversion to NR-C for the southeast corner of Coors and Montano would also
work contrary to Comprehensive Plan policy that this parcel function as an “Activity
Center.” Both the old and the new Comprehensive Plans have identified this area as a center
3
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place for the Taylor Ranch community. In the new Comprehensive Plan, Figure 5-4, p. 5-18
identifies this area as an “Activity Center.”
The Comprehensive Plan states:
“Activity centers provide convenient, day-to-day services at a neighborhood scale to
serve the surrounding area within a 20-minute walk or a short bike ride. They are
intended to provide a mix of neighborhood commercial and residential uses at a slightly
higher density than the surrounding single-family homes. These smaller centers should
incorporate good pedestrian friendly design and are appropriate for mixed-use and multifamily housing. Most Activity Centers will be smaller geographic areas than Urban
Centers, with buildings that range from one to three stories and development patterns that
support access by all transportation modes.” P. 5-15
CP Land Use Policy for Centers 5.1.6
“….c) Encourage gathering spaces for festivals, markets , and street fairs.
d) Ensure that Activity Centers are pedestrian-friendly and provide convenient pedestrian
connections to nearby residential areas.
e) Provide good connectivity via bicycle between Activity Centers and nearby residential
areas and multi-use trails.”
CP Urban Design:Development Context
“…prioritizing Centers to be the most pedestrian-oriented leverages public and private
investment in higher-quality development. Enhancing pedestrian mobility and safety
encourages pedestrian activity where it is most appropriate and welcome.” P. 7-5
The NR-C and MX-M proposed conversion would likely lead to developments in conflict with
these Comprehensive Plan policies. This land should be converted to the PD Zone.
Coors/La Orilla- Bosque Plaza Shopping Center
In 2006, this site was required to develop a site plan as a Shopping Center Site. It’s current
zoning is C-1, shopping center because it is over 5 acres; a site plan was required. The benefits
of having a site place reviewed by the EPC for this large development proximate to the Bosque
are:
-- The site plan requires that this be an active pedestrian area. It is developed along La
Orilla which is one of a few public entrances to the Bosque on the Westside. There is
much pedestrian access to the Bosque here.
--Outdoor patios are required for each business.
--Compliance with the view preservation regulations of the Coors Plan is emphasized.
-- A cohesive design with consistent architecture and landscaping makes a commercial
project that is of higher value.
--The site is limited to two businesses that have drive throughs (two have already been
built) and one financial institution with a drive through (has not been be built).
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The MX-L proposed conversion would likely lead to developments in conflict with the
Comprehensive Plan policies listed above. This land should be converted to the PD Zone.
Land Use Goals
The premise of the IDO is that well executed design standards could replace some of the current
zoning requirements that customize design standards for each site plan. Unfortunately, the
proposed design standards have not been well vetted with the public and it is not clear that we
yet have the design standards envisioned by the new Comprehensive Plan. That Comprehensive
Plan infers that only when the standards are raised to a high quality level achieved by consensus,
can the public hearing review process be dropped.
The Comp Plan states:
“5-7.5 Public Engagement: Create a robust and meaningful public involvement process
that builds long term consensus rather than project by project evaluation and approval.
a) Provide regular opportunities for residents and stakeholders to better
understand and engage in the planning and development process.”
The current EPC review is rushed and the deisgn standards are buried amongst volumes of new
policy and regulation. The process so far has not “built long term consensus.” The design
standards should be pulled out of the current review and taken back to the public for discussion
sessions. Public discussion of the design standards has not occurred, except at a very superficial
level. Reconciliation of design standards with policies in the Comprehensive Plan is also needed.
Once the design standards have gone through more public vetting and revision, they could then
return to the EPC for a final review.
The quality of the design standards is the foundation for the IDO’s premise that more approval
work could be moved from EPC hearings to administrative review. The standards so far are not
well reviewed and are not adequate to make such a monumental change to the review process.
We also do not see that the Comprehensive Plan policy regarding the creation of “Centers”
is well coordinated with the new zones. This gap needs evaluation.
Consider a new Citizen Review Board: Design Review Board
Many cities have two citizen review boards to handle the volume of planning and development
review. The scope of work of the current EPC is huge and the workload is likely too heavy for a
volunteer board. Consideration should be given to the creation of a citizen Design Review Board
to handle significant site plans. A design review board would be populated with citizens with
professional expertise in urban design, architecture, planning to review detailed site plans. (The
would not need to represent each Council District, rather the various disciplines of site planning.)
They would review the site plans against design standards. They would also be the appropriate
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public body to make discretionary decisions, e.g. has the developer completed the standard to
“the greatest extent practicable.”3
This additional public board would free up the Environmental Planning Commission to do:
--comprehensive planning
--reviews of City capital investment to achieve Comprehensive Plan goals
--community planning assessments
--rezonings
The membership of the EPC would include a wider array of expertise, including neighborhood
planning, community involvement, real estate development, transportation planning, etc.
Thresholds for EPC review of Site Plans
The TRNA Board reviewed the commercial threshold proposed at 100,000 square feet. They
decided 100,000 was much too high. They debated between 50,000 and 75,000 as the threshold
and decided on 50,000 s.f. of commercial square footage. But the real need is for there to be
more information about determining a threshold. Development in the City is sophisticated and
these thresholds are overly simplistic. There is no guidance for larger projects that may be
phased over a long time (e.g. Andalucia in Taylor Ranch). It would be imprudent to have a
system that incentivizes developers to chop there projects into phases in order to garner an
administrative review. Sizeable projects need EPC (or a Design Review Board) review
regardless of how the project phasing is divided.
Building Heights
TRNA remains concerned about building heights. Once again, height increases that are desired
in certain parts of the city may not translate well to all areas of the City. More review and
discussion of appropriate heights is needed. The NR-C zone height, in particular, needs more
consideration.
Once again, the TRNA Board emphasizes that there is a huge amount of new public policy and
regulation being created by the IDO now before the EPC. We request that the review process
break the IDO into manageable pieces for review. We also recommend the Zoning Conversion
Map have better vetting with the community and be reviewed in its own hearing process.
Thank you for your consideration of our ideas.
Sincerely,
Jolene Wolfley, Director
Government Affairs
Taylor Ranch Neighborhood Assn.
3

There are several references in the IDO to the “greatest extent practicable.” A public board with discretionary
authority is the appropriate group to evaluate that criteria, not administrative staff.
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Dear Environmental Planning Commissioners,
While I would have liked to send in carefully constructed comments to the Integrated
Development Ordinance, time constraints prevent that. So I join others in asking that this
important process be slowed down.
However, in order to submit something, I am attaching the comments to the Comprehensive
Plan which I sent to LUPZ and to the City Council as some of them might well be
considered in the IDO.
In general, the majority of participants in the process wanted to see agriculture flourish and
the valley remain green. To accomplish that will mean implementing Agricultural Protection
Zoning concepts such as mentioned in Section 9 of my comments to the City Council. And
real measures need to be taken to integrate water resources and land use planning, such as
mentioned in both attachments.
I hope that you agree and include more provisions to address these issues in the IDO.
Thank you for your service,
Elaine Hebard

Comments on the draft Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan
December 14, 2016
Elaine Hebard
1513 Escalante SW
Albuquerque, NM 87104
Unfortunately, I have been unable to keep up with the various iterations of the Albuquerque/
Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan. In part, that was because there were many plans being
drafted at the same time, such as the Middle Rio Grande Regional Water Plan and the
ABCWUA’s new water plan. But that also points out a problem with the Comprehensive Plan –
it is disconnected with the water plans.
This disconnect became most obvious during the hearings on the Santolina application. It was
determined that the County had little to no authority over water despite the requirements in the
planned Community Criteria. Even after the County entered into a Development Agreement, the
Applicant still has not had to provide the required information. Now, a suggested 5-step
approach is being proposed, where the land use plans will be approved prior to any determination
is made as to the availability of water.
Meanwhile, the ABCWUA has determined that it must provide water should the land use plans
be approved. At no time have the impacts of providing such water been evaluated.
Indeed, claiming that the ABCWUA is not a land use agency, the utility removed two important
sub-policies in the revised policies adopted in September.
Imagine if various developments are approved and no one – not the county or the city or the
ABCWUA-- is keeping track of the cumulative promises made to provide water. Nor are any of
these local governments looking at the impacts to the region that providing this water means.
This is exactly the opposite of what must be done to create a vibrant, resilient city and county.
Indeed, it s counter to the mission of the regional water plan -- to balance growth with renewable
supply-- which all of the local governmental entities accepted.
To counter this, the comprehensive plan must include language such as:
Policy: Link Land Use Planning with Water Resources
The City and County shall coordinate and cooperate with the ABCWUA and all other entities
with planning authority to integrate water resource management policies with land use, –
regional transportation and other planning decisions, and the three entities shall collaborate to
ensure consistent implementation of these policies.
Rationale: The City and County share the larger watershed with many other users and uses of
water. Future water supplies are projected to become more variable and thus it will require
greater coordination to integrate land use, watershed management, transportation,
infrastructure, economic improvement, urban infill and planning efforts with water resources

management. Many land use commitments have been made, some with water commitments as
well. Providing the cumulative amount of commitments will provide a transparent window to
guide future development. Should future growth rely on transferring water rights from
agricultural usage to urban usage, the impacts of such a transfer can be substantial.
1. In furtherance of the goal to balance growth with renewable supply, the City, County and
ABCWUA shall develop policies and criteria requiring projected water demand of new
development be offset with water efficiency measures to create a neutral impact on the overall
service area demands and water use, which will be a part of any future development agreement.
2. Any review process shall require that each new residential, commercial, industrial and
institutional development will have a resilient, sustainable water supply. This review process
will consider the cumulative impacts of commitments already made, the costs of serving
additional users, and the impacts to existing customers and to the region of serving additional
uses.
3. The City and County shall adopt policies to integrate land use and transportation planning and
water resource management in all government jurisdictions in the Middle Rio Grande water
planning region; and take water supply availability and cumulative impacts into account into
account when making land use development decisions.
4. The City and the County should work with the ABCWUA to develop a sustainable and
coordinated growth management plan to: 1) reduce water consumption; 2) minimize impact on
water resources; 3) encourage conservation-oriented economic development and 4) ensure
adequate water supplies for any proposed development.

Comments to City Council
on the draft Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan
March 6, 2017
Elaine Hebard
1513 Escalante SW
Albuquerque, NM 87104
Summary: While it might appear that these comments are quite late in the process, they are the
same or similar to ones I have made at the many meetings I attended, beginning with one of the
inaugural ones at the Convention Center. And many of them go to some of the very basics of the
Comp Plan. I included specific strategies in my submission of December 14, 2016. I am
submitting this packet because thus far, these suggestions have not been addressed. Staff has
suggested that water could be incorporated in the next Comp Plan update. Given its basic nature,
I would suggest that the Comp Plan be modified now to include it.
In a nutshell, I do not believe that the issues I have raised are resolved in the draft plan.
1. Water, Our Common Source of Life, Merits its Own Chapter
 Suggestion: Create a chapter in the Comp Plan devoted to water.
 Suggestion: Create a web-based platform to show that interconnectedness.
 Suggestion: Create a water budget of withdrawals and consumptive uses for all users and
uses for the county and the region into the Comp Plan. The Water Budget would guide land use
practices and other actions to reduce water consumption.
2. Rather than simply coordinating, expand the scope of the Comp Plan to include the
ABCWUA
 Suggestion: Integrate ABCWUA's water plan into the Comp Plan.
3. No Review of Cumulative Impacts = Divorce Between Water Resources and Land Use
Planning
Chapter 13 starts off by saying, "Resilience is all about being able to overcome the unexpected.
Sustainability is about survival. The goal of resilience is to thrive." Divorcing land use planning
and water resources is not a recipe for survival, much less to thrive.
Suggestion: Add a policy that requires that member governments take water supply
availability and cumulative impacts into account when making land use development and that
member governments adopt policies integrating land use, transportation, economic
development and other planning efforts with water resource management.
Suggestion: Create a web-based platform to show the accumulated impacts include timing
1

and amount of stream flows, land subsidence, water quality changes, aquifer recharge, and
availability of water for other users.
Suggestion: Any review process shall require that each new residential, commercial,
industrial and institutional development will have a resilient, sustainable water supply. This
review process will consider the cumulative impacts of commitments already made, the costs
of serving additional users, and the impacts to existing customers and to the region of serving
additional uses.
Suggestion: In furtherance of the goal to balance growth with renewable supply, the City,
County and ABCWUA shall develop policies and criteria requiring projected water demand
of new development be offset with water efficiency measures to create a neutral impact on the
overall service area demands and water use, which will be a part of any future development
agreement.
4. Start with an Accurate Water Picture Today in Order to Plan for Tomorrow
 Suggestion: Create a complete water budget.
Suggestion: Add the need to reduce consumptive uses.
Suggestion: Integrate with ABCWUA and coordinate with rest.
Suggestion: Add to ACTIONs that the water budget described above will be completed
and used to inform decisions.
5. Integrating Land Use and Water Resources is Needed Now!
 Suggestion: Incorporate the suggestions in Comment 3 into the Comp Plan with the goal
to reduce water consumption.
6. Climate Variability is Being Experienced Already
 Suggestion: Include current information as to what climate change already means in the
chapter on climate change.
 Suggestion: include a climate change evaluation metric to address resiliency.
 Suggestion: Rather than actions to "slow global climate change," that should read to
"promote resource-efficient growth and development to help mitigate global climate change
and adapt to its local impacts."
7. Monitor Impacts of Water Plan
 Suggestion: Measure, meter and monitor the impacts, such as those set out in Comment 3
above, of the ABCWUA Water Plan and integrate mitigation actions into other policies and
2

actions so as to achieve resiliency.
8. Aquifer Rising or Recharging?
 Suggestion: At the very least, make sure that pumping rates don't exceed recharge rates.
9. Agricultural Protection Zoning
 Suggestion: Incorporate APZ in the Comp Plan and implementation documents.
By incorporating water now, we can create a vibrant, resilient city and county as envisioned in
the Comp Plan, balancing growth with renewable supply.
Thank you for considering these suggestions,
Elaine Hebard
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Preface: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Albuquerque/Bernalillo County
Comprehensive Plan. And my thanks to staff responding to the concerns and suggestions I
submitted on December 14, 2016 (lines 281 to 290). The references focused on Chapter 13,
specifically Goal 13.2 (coordinate on decision‐making about water), with Policies 13.2.1 and
13.2.2, and Policy 12.1.2 (coordinate to ensure consistency with ABCWUA plans). As such, my
remarks are with Chapter 13 in mind.
Unfortunately, this is the first opportunity I've have to read even that part of the December draft.
I did not have time to chase down the references to various other chapters to see if my concerns
were captured. These comments are the same or similar to ones I have made at the many
3

meetings I attended, beginning with one of the inaugural ones at the Convention Center. And
many of them go to some of the very basics of the Comp Plan. I included specific strategies in
my submission of December 14, 2016. I am submitting this packet because thus far, these
suggestions have not been addressed. Staff has suggested that water could be incorporated in the
next Comp Plan update. Given its basic nature, I would suggest that the Comp Plan be modified
now to include it.
Others have noted the urban-centricity of this Comp Plan. Hence, I specifically used agricultural
examples throughout, also to be consistent. That is not to mean that environmental and urban
concerns and thus examples could not have been used.
GENERAL COMMENTS
1. Water, Our Common Source of Life, Merits its Own Chapter
One of the goals of the 2004 regional water plan was to :balance growth with renewable supply."
How can that be attained if water is stuffed into various chapters.
13.1.3.4 Natural Resources - Surface Water & Groundwater: "Water is such an important
natural resource that it is called out as its own section in the climate change discussion (see
section 13.1.3.2 above), in addition to as a utility in the Infrastructure, Community Facilities
& Services chapter."
Water is such an important natural resource that it deserves its own chapter.
 Suggestion: Create a chapter in the Comp Plan devoted to water.
The Plan says, "Water resources are best managed within a watershed, because all the
components of water ecology are interconnected at that level." (p 13-10)
 Suggestion: Create a web-based platform to show that interconnectedness.
 Suggestion: Create a water budget of withdrawals and consumptive uses for all users and
uses for the county and the region into the Comp Plan. The Water Budget would guide land use
practices and other actions to reduce water consumption.

2. Expand the Scope of the Comp Plan to Include the ABCWUA
Perhaps most striking in the responses was the repeated phrase:
The Comp Plan does not have authority over ABCWUA. Direction is needed from
decision‐makers to expand the scope of Comp Plan policies to include such an analysis.
The response to Line 288 spelled out the problem further:
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ABCWUA's role as a commenting agency on development projects is not impacted by the
Comp Plan update. Their review process and the kinds of recommendations they make is an
internal process to that organization and is not within the purview of City or Comp Plan
direction.
The ABCWUA was created to reduce conflicts between the city and the County with regards to
water services. Now it is not "within the purview of City or Comp Plan." Wrong direction.
Planning is about the future. That future requires that entities work together, especially with
regard to water resources. Since the ABCWUA Board is made up of City Councilors and
County Commissioners, such coordination should be fairly easy to accomplish. And if the
Board's composition were to ever change, then such coordination would be even more essential.
Proposed Policy 13.2.1 calls for coordination but the action item is to "represent the interests of
city and county water users on local, regional, and state water boards." That's not sufficient.
 Suggestion: Decision-makers: expand the scope of the Comp Plan to include the
ABCWUA.
Short of including the ABCWUA in the Comp Plan itself, then the water plan must be integrated
with land use plans and not just coordinated, in order to achieve resiliency. The water plan must
be analyzed together with the other plans.
 Suggestion: Integrate ABCWUA's water plan into the Comp Plan.

3. No Review of Cumulative Impacts = Divorce Between Water Resources and Land Use
Planning
While there is mention that water resources are best managed within a watershed, the policies do
not get there. The closest is when the plan calls for "a total systems approach to water as a
valuable resource" be followed, but that is under water quality.
Staff responses included that "Both the City and County take water supply availability into
account during land use development decisions by taking comments from the ABCWUA," and
"the Comp Plan encourages coordination with the ABCWUA about water." Policy 12.1.2 Water
and Wastewater Utility: "Ensure consistency between Comp Plan and ABCWUA policies by
coordinating infrastructure planning and programming." That is not sufficient.
Chapter 13 starts off by saying, "Resilience is all about being able to overcome the unexpected.
Sustainability is about survival. The goal of resilience is to thrive." Divorcing land use planning
and water resources is not a recipe for survival, much less to thrive.
As I noted in my December comments, in its newly adopted plan,1 the ABCWUA removed
1

Editing note: portions of the 12/16 draft Comp Plan acknowledge that the ABCWUA has adopted a new water
resources management strategy, while other portions state that that is still forthcoming (see 13-12 for instance).
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several specific policies which linked the agency with land use decisions. Here is one example
which had been on the books since at least 2007, but never been formally implemented:
2007 Water Resources Management Strategy
Policy L. Recommendation 7. The Authority should request that member governments take
water supply availability and cumulative impacts into account when making land use
development decisions and that member governments adopt policies integrating land use,
transportation, economic development and other planning efforts with water resource
management.
It would seem to be a perfect policy for the Comp Plan to include.
Instead, the Response to Line 282 was that "the Comp Plan does not ask for an analysis of the
impact of providing water, as that is outside the jurisdiction of the City or County governments
and lies more appropriately within the jurisdiction of the ABCWUA, which provides the water."
Exactly. Now no one from the City, the County or the ABCWUA will be analyzing the impacts
of providing water -- especially the cumulative ones. Perfect lack of accountability. Why
finalize the divorce between water resources and land use planning?
There are several impacts to various constituents which should be evaluated above and beyond
what are now. As noted on page 13-10 with respect to stormwater management practices, "More
impervious surfaces, compacted soils, and topographic modifications to the landscape over the
past 100 years have changed the distribution and flow of water and the speed at which it drains
back into remaining arroyos and the river. The cumulative modifications affect groundwater
recharge and subsurface flows, and ultimately change the physical character of watersheds."
Such language should be reiterated in the Water & Agriculture section. When land and water are
transferred from farming to urban uses, there is a reduction in recharge to the aquifer, with
cumulative impacts being felt by all. There are also impacts unique to irrigating. such as having
a sufficient amount of water pressure in the ditch. And there may well be challenges in finding
sufficient rights to transfer to urban uses and consequential pressures on irrigating residents.
(Table 13-1, which sets out the scenarios for high, medium and low demand by ABCWUA
customers by 2130, provides an example. Nowhere in that table nor in the text is there any
mention of what such a demand might mean to the region. While the ABCWUA was granted
paper water permits to pump from the State Engineer, it does not have the wet water rights to
alone offset the depletions which would result from such usage. What impacts might there be to
the region should the ABCWUA need to acquire additional water rights?2)
A really recent protest to the State Engineer exemplifies the importance of river flow timing,
another impact, to certain users:

2

See Comment 7 below addressing Line 286 response that the new policy is that the ABCWUA will discontinue
purchasing agricultural water rights.
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Environmentalists challenge Rio Grande water transfer
The Associated Press, March 2, 2017
http://www.lcsun-news.com/story/news/2017/03/02/environmentalists-challenge-rio-grande-watertransfer/98665198/

[A protest has been filed with the State Engineer] saying the transfer proposed by Rio Rancho
[from Socorro] would result in reduced flows along nearly 100 miles of the river in central
New Mexico.
The group contends that changing the amount and timing of return flows to the river could
negatively affect endangered species and the state's annual obligations to deliver a certain
amount of water to Texas.
Additional impacts include the potentiality for land subsidence, reduction in surface water
availability for use by irrigators and water quality changes. If no evaluation of these impacts is
made by any of the entities involved, how can the goal of resilience be achieved?
The strategy in the draft Comp Plan is "Coordinating land use planning with all water agencies,
including those that supply municipal and agricultural users or protect natural resources." Given
that that has been on the books now for more than 13 years and has not been formalized, one
suggestion is that there needs to be more formality to this strategy.
Suggestion: Add a policy that requires that member governments take water supply
availability and cumulative impacts into account when making land use development and that
member governments adopt policies integrating land use, transportation, economic
development and other planning efforts with water resource management.
As Line 281 indicates, "ABCWUA has reviewed and provided comment on the Comp Plan
drafts and have indicated that the policies in the Comp Plan are consistent and appropriately
supportive of the ABCWUA process." That does not address the missing issues, such as the
ones described in Comment 3. No Review of Cumulative Impacts. Rather than continue to go
down separate paths, the need is to bring the entities together.
Suggestion: Create a web-based platform to show the accumulated impacts include timing
and amount of stream flows, land subsidence, water quality changes, aquifer recharge, and
availability of water for other users.
Suggestion: Any review process shall require that each new residential, commercial,
industrial and institutional development will have a resilient, sustainable water supply. This
review process will consider the cumulative impacts of commitments already made, the costs
of serving additional users, and the impacts to existing customers and to the region of serving
additional uses.
Suggestion: In furtherance of the goal to balance growth with renewable supply, the City,
County and ABCWUA shall develop policies and criteria requiring projected water demand
of new development be offset with water efficiency measures to create a neutral impact on the
overall service area demands and water use, which will be a part of any future development
7

agreement.
4. Start with an Accurate Water Picture Today in Order to Plan for Tomorrow
One problem with using the State Engineer's (OSE) numbers in Figure 13-1: Water Demand by
Source and Use Type in Bernalillo County (2010) and in the text without further definition leads
to misperceptions. In this case, Withdrawals = Use = Demand, but only if Use ≠ Consumption.
But that's absurd. When we use something, we consume it. An example of how this matters can
be seen if one considers what it means to MRGCD. A withdrawal occurs when MRGCD diverts
from the river. Using that number makes it seem as if agriculture consumes all of that water.
However, not included is the amount returned via the drains or which seeps into the aquifer. The
amount agriculture actually consumes is much lower.
The difference between withdrawals and consumption can be illustrated from the conclusions
John Shomaker & Associates came to using 1995 data for the three county region (Sandoval,
Valencia and Bernalillo). At that time, it was determined that withdrawals amounted to 600,000
acre feet and consumption was found to be to 340,000 acre feet. The percentage consumed by
various users changed, with agriculture representing 47% of the total withdrawals but only 27%
when consumptive uses were used. 3
Another problem with the OSE data is that it only reports withdrawals by humans, excluding
non-human consumptive uses. The riparian area consumes a large amount but that is not
included in Figure 13-1. 4 The Shomaker report found that riparian vegetation withdrew about
15% and consumed about 28% of the water in the three county area in 1995.
Not providing a complete water budget for the county and the region provides a misconception
as to what water is available and what is consumed, and thus, if need be, what land use practices
and other actions might need to be modified to reduce usage and avoid over-consumption.
 Suggestion: Create a complete water budget of withdrawals and consumptive uses for all
users and uses for the county and the region into the Comp Plan. The Water Budget would
guide land use practices and other actions to reduce water consumption.
Suggestion: Add to "Goal 13.2 Water Supply & Quality - Protect and conserve our
region’s limited water supply to benefit the range of uses that will keep our community and
ecosystem healthy" the need to reduce consumptive uses.
3

Historical and Current Water Use in the Middle Rio Grande Region, prepared by John Shomaker & Associates,
Inc. and PioneerWest, June 2000, http://www.waterassembly.org/archives/MRG-Plan/H-Rio%20Grande%20
Supporting%20Documents/SH%201-11%20Third%20Party%20Documents-Reports-Etc/SH4%20%20Nims%20et%20al%20%28Shomaker%29.pdf.
4

What is the source for the statement on page 13-11 that "in the Middle Rio Grande region, the updated water
budget estimated that riparian evapotranspiration in recent years was about 150,000 acre-feet per year"? What
updated water budget? How is one to compare that figure with the withdrawals in Figure 13.1 when one is regional
and one is county specific? When using the term " Middle Rio Grande region," is the water planning region or the
MRG Basin being referred to?
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Suggestion: Change Policy 13.2.1 Water Supply to read: Integrate with ABCWUA and
coordinate with state, and other agencies to plan and maintain an adequate water supply to
meet municipal, agricultural, and ecosystem needs that ensure the overall resilience and
sustainability of our community.
Suggestion: Add to ACTIONs that the water budget described above will be completed
and used to inform decisions.

5. Integrating Land Use and Water Resources is Needed Now!
Integrating land use and water resources is not an esoteric issue. The region is already overconsuming. Our water use is constrained in part by the Rio Grande Compact, which is based
upon depletions (i.e., consumption). Twenty years ago, the MRG was over-consuming its
apportionment under the Compact by at least 55,000 acre feet per year.5 Major conservation
programs were implemented and resulted in dramatic reductions in consumption by agriculture
and urban users. However, during this time, the surface water supply has also reduced, leaving
the MRG in a similar situation to the 1990s but with the low-hanging fruit now picked, making it
more difficult to meet Compact obligations.
This over-consumption of the Basin's apportionment under the Compact has resulted in deficit
deliveries to Elephant Butte. The water reserves in the reservoir which existed in the early 2000s
have disappeared. In 2015, there was basically a zero balance and in 2016, New Mexico came
up short by approximately 3,000 af. 6 Texas invoked Article VIII, requiring the release of water
in January, in the first time in decades. While deficits can accumulate, should future climatic
conditions continue as projected, that could become a difficult hole to dig out of without real
hardship.
The residents of the County and the City will not be immune should New Mexico fail to deliver
sufficient water under the Rio Grande Compact. The law suit over failing to deliver sufficient
water in the Lower Rio Grande may cost New Mexicans millions of dollars.7 Our region does
not have to wait for climate changes to impact us. Integrating land use and infrastructure
planning by the City and the County to reduce consumptive uses is needed, now.

5

The 1999 Water Budget formed the basis of the alternatives in the 2004 MRG Regional Water Plan,
http://waterassembly.org/Archives/ Water%20Assembly%20Documents/Water%20Budget.pdf
6

David Gensler, MRGCD Water Operations Manager, Minutes of the Three Thousand Second Regular Meeting of
the Board of Directors of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, January 9, 2017, http://www.mrgcd.com/
uploads/FileLinks/8e154e458ffc439c82aa93578ba29a8d/MRGCD_Board_Mtg_Minutes__1_09_17_.pdf
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"The nation’s highest court will likely have to settle a dispute between Texas and New Mexico over management
of water from the Rio Grande – a case with the potential to dramatically curb groundwater pumping in some of New
Mexico’s most fertile valleys and force the state to pay as much as $1 billion in damages." NM suffers setback in
Texas water case, by Susan Montoya Bryan / Associated Press,, July 13th, 2016,
https://www.abqjournal.com/806979/high-court-will-likely-have-to-settle-nmtexas-water-dispute.html
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 Suggestion: Incorporate the suggestions in Comment 3 into the Comp Plan with the goal
to reduce water consumption.
6. Climate Variability is Being Experienced Already
The text on page 13-8 makes it appear that the impacts from climate change will be occurring
sometime in the future. Yet the news continues to report that we are experiencing the hottest
year ever, year after year, which is being borne out by reduced river flows.
An accurate water picture requires us to acknowledge these changes. It will make a difference as
to what policies are selected for a variety of purposes, including economic development.
Acknowledgement of what is already occurring should be included in this section. For instance,
why not include the Bureau of Reclamation Upper Rio Grande Impact Assessment8?
 Suggestion: Include current information as to what climate change already means in the
chapter on climate change.
 Suggestion: include in 12.1.2.4 Interagency Coordination an evaluation metric to address
resiliency.
 Suggestion: Policy 13.1.1 calls for actions to "slow global climate change." Change that
to read to "promote resource-efficient growth and development to help mitigate global climate
change and adapt to its local impacts."

7. Monitor Impacts of Water Plan
The ABCWUA has determined that it must provide water should the land use plans be approved.
At no time are the impacts of providing such water been evaluated. Instead, the Comp Plan
defers to the new water plan, Water 2120:Securing Our Water Future. 9 That includes the
Groundwater Resource Management Plan (see Endnote A for more detail of the concept). What
if the assumptions in the updated ABCWUA Water Plan are wrong? As Line 286 notes, the
ABCWUA's "'Water 2120' specifically states that ABCWUA will discontinue purchasing
agricultural water rights." True, the WRMS says that. The WRMS also claims that the
ABCWUA can pump "a long-term average of about 75,000 [acre-feet/year] of groundwater
while maintaining a water balance that results in no change in total system storage, and therefore,
no long-term change in groundwater storage."
That means that 75,000 afy of mostly fossil water --roughly 90% is aged between 12,000 and

8

West-Wide Climate Risk Assessment: Upper Rio Grande Impact Assessment, December 2013,
http://www.usbr.gov/WaterSMART/ wcra/docs/urgia/URGIAMainReport.pdf
9
http://abcwua.org/uploads/files/Water_2120_Volume_I.pdf.
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17,000 years old10-- can be removed with no change to the aquifer? How is that possible? There
is nowhere near that amount of water entering the aquifer at the levels from where the wells are
drawing water.
The use of groundwater causes the river to lose water as it tries to replace the holes created by
pumped water but it is not reaching those deep levels. So, that pumped water, after being used
and treated, is delivered to the river to partially offset the depletions caused by pumping that
water to begin with. An administrative rule allows for this credit, calling it a "return flow." But
it does not return water to the deep levels where it was removed.
The WRMS uses many qualifiers when describing the new policy and the water balance assumes
a base condition "as long as river water is available in sufficient quantity."11 Given the reduction
in river flows already being experienced -- the ABCWUA has been unable to divert for at least
one month a year due to low river flows for the past few years, it seems rash to base a plan for
100 years on such an assumption. Another assumption, that the utility will use the entire San
Juan-Chama allotment, fails for similar reasons. Which means that pumping will likely be more
than estimated to meet the projected demand, further impacting residents (see Comment 3 above)
in a domino effect. Furthermore, the WRMS concept is based upon administrative rules not
changing and vested water rights not being challenged as we head into times of permanent
shortages and law suits already filed. For those and other reasons, the policy that the ABCWUA
will not need to buy pre-1907 water rights doesn't ring true to many.
The City and County have an obligation to ensure that the residents are not harmed by the
actions of another agency. The best way to assure that would be to (a) expand the scope of the
Comp Plan, (b) integrate the Water Plan with the Comp Plan and (c) assess the cumulative
impacts of land use and water decisions, all as suggested above. To ensure that the cumulative
impacts are assessed, a monitoring plan and model (see Comment 1) should be created.
 Suggestion: Measure, meter and monitor the impacts, such as those set out in Comment 3
above, of the ABCWUA Water Plan and integrate mitigation actions into other policies and
actions so as to achieve resiliency.
8. Aquifer Rebounding or Recharging?
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Hydrogeology, Water Chemistry, and Transport Processes in the Zone of Contribution of a Public-Supply Well in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 2007–9, by Laura M. Bexfield, Bryant C. Jurgens, Dianna M. Crilley, and Scott C.
Christenson U.S. Geological Survey National Water-Quality Assessment Program, Scientific Investigations Report
2011–5182, http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2011/5182/sir2011-5182.pdf
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"While there is a lag time associated with pumping, drawdown, and river effect, the NMOSE model suggests that,
if pumping were relatively stable over a long period, the river effect would approach an equilibrium state in which
recharge from the river equals pumping from the aquifer. Timing to reach the equilibrium state depends on how far
from equilibrium the system is, and could be on the order of 20 to 75 years.
"Once this equilibrium state is attained, groundwater elevations stabilize (i.e. no additional drawdown). The
deeper the equilibrium state drawdown, the greater the river effect and the more pumping could be sustained in
perpetuity without continued drawdown (as long as river water is available in sufficient quantity). This
equilibrium concept, or water balancing approach , is central to the [Groundwater Management Plan] presented
below." Page 6, Chapter 4, Water 2120:Securing Our Water Future. (emphasis & highlights added)
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Again, words matter. Is the aquifer recharging (defined as water being added to the aquifer), or
is it rebounding (defined as groundwater re-establishing its equilibrium as the mining is
reduced)? The former would indicate that surface water is being added to the groundwater
supply.
Water in monitoring wells is rebounding, but it will not continue at the same pace. While some
of the rise may be due to recharge, most is due to elastic rebound and to a lesser extent
redistribution. Better would be to say something like "the reduction in pumping since 2008 has
decreased the hydraulic stress on the aquifer and allowed ground water levels to rebound."
Recharge rates have been largely unchanged for the last 20 years or more and at the very least we
need to make sure that pumping rates don't exceed that rate.
 Suggestion: At the very least, make sure that pumping rates don't exceed recharge rates.

9. Agricultural Protection Zoning
Appropriately, acknowledgement is given in Chapter 13 to urban conservation results, but no
mention is made of the reduction in water consumption by the MRGCD and its customers in the
Water & Agriculture section. Overall, their diversions have been reduced by 40% from twenty
years ago. Lands have been laser-leveled and many ditches have been lined. Farmers are
implementing drip irrigation where appropriate. And lands have been converted to urban uses.
These actions have consequences (see Comment 3 above), which need to be modeled and
policies developed to attain the goals in Chapter 13.
Chapter 13 notes that "Farming is not only appreciated by the community at large for providing
fresh, local food and protecting rural landscapes, but the traditions and lifestyle contribute
greatly to local cultural diversity." It also states that "MRGCD’s lands and facilities provide
recreation opportunities and numerous environmental services." Neither note that MRGCD also
provides drainage and flood control services to the valley.
MRGCD and BoR have responsibilities for the levees along the Rio Grande. The City
administers the Rio Grande State Park, within the levees. Along with numerous other agencies,
the city and county are responsible for abiding by a variety of policies with respect to the river.
As the levees are upgraded, the roles they play should be included and integrated into an overarching adaptation plan.
As the Land for Agriculture section recognizes, "Some of these lands may have greater monetary
value for urban development, but their alternative value as a finite natural resource for food
production should be recognized in land use planning. Planning efforts should evaluate how
much farmland is required to support local food systems goals." In addition to local food
production, benefits of farm lands include providing habitat for a variety of species and a viewshed for all of us. They provide ways for us to be resilient in the future. Such services have
value and thus should be analyzed and mentioned.
One way to keep such services is to incentivize farmers to be able to continue farming and
12

providing all of those community benefits. Recognizing the value of recharge, linking farming,
natural resource protection, and environmental education together by creating agricultural parks,
urban-edge food belts, agricultural preservation districts, and advertising agriculture tourism are
all ways to help the valley stay green.
An example I provided at earlier meetings was Agricultural Protection Zoning (APZ).12 APZ is
used to preserve the availability of agricultural lands for farming and provide stability to the
farming economy. The local government designates areas where agriculture is intended to be the
principal use. Regulations are established for these agricultural zoning districts to constrain nonagricultural development and uses. APZ regulations can help to:







reduce conflicts between farm and non-farm uses;
maintain a critical mass of farmland that keeps businesses and organizations
that support farms, such as farm suppliers and granges, viable;
protect prime agricultural soils, which, if developed, are irretrievable;
keep land affordable for farmers;
promote more efficient agricultural operations; and
protect the character of the community.

 Suggestion: Incorporate APZ in the Comp Plan and implementation documents.

ENDNOTES
A

Water 2120:Securing Our Water Future.
Chapter 4: Groundwater Resource Management Plan
Page 4-6: "Model results suggest that, recently, river effects have supplied more than 70 percent of water to wells,
with aquifer storage providing the remaining 30 percent. The river effect has provided as much as about 100,000 afy
to wells.
"To put this supply in context, a) natural recharge is about 100,000 afy, and b) average annual river flows are on the
order of 1 million afy, indicating that the effect on the river is not large relative to total flow rates. ...
"The effect on the river must be offset in the form of treated wastewater returned directly to the Rio Grande, water
rights, or surface storage releases to the Rio Grande . If groundwater pumping is reduced, it is possible for the river
effect to exceed the pumping rates. While this last impact has not occurred on a Basin-wide basis, it has happened in
the Albuquerque area in recent years, where groundwater production was greatly reduced by the advent of the San
Juan-Chama Drinking Water Project. The Water Authority’s river effects, which are offset with treated wastewater,
native rights, and, if needed, additional San Juan-Chama water, exceed the Water Authority’s groundwater pumping,
resulting in a net addition of water to the aquifer (observed as rising water levels).
"While there is a lag time associated with pumping, drawdown, and river effect, the NMOSE model suggests that, if
pumping were relatively stable over a long period, the river effect would approach an equilibrium state in which
recharge from the river equals pumping from the aquifer. Timing to reach the equilibrium state depends on how far
from equilibrium the system is, and could be on the order of 20 to 75 years.
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http://conservationtools.org/guides/67-Agricultural-Protection-Zoning#heading_32
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"Once this equilibrium state is attained, groundwater elevations stabilize (i.e. no additional drawdown). The deeper
the equilibrium state drawdown, the greater the river effect and the more pumping could be sustained in perpetuity
without continued drawdown (as long as river water is available in sufficient quantity). This equilibrium concept, or
water balancing approach , is central to the GRMP presented below."
Page 4-10: "Change in Water Authority storage (combined aquifer and surface water reservoirs) is equal to the
difference in water availability and water use. Water availability is assumed to equal the Water Authority’s
consumptive surface water rights of 74,590 afy (26,390 afy of Rio Grande surface water rights plus 48,200 afy of
San Juan-Chama water; see Chapter 3: Supply).
"Accounting for evaporation and transit losses for San Juan-Chama water (on the order of 3,500 afy), total water
availability for consumptive use can be assumed to be about 71,000 afy (total available supply = total supply –
losses). Consumptive use of 71,000 afy corresponds to a total water demand of about 165,000 afy, given recent
consumptive use of about 43 percent (see Chapter 2, Demand) of diversion. Assuming the DWP operation of about
90,000 afy over the long-term (full permitted use, less evaporative and transit losses), the Water Authority could use
a long-term average of about 75,000 afy of groundwater (i.e. 165,000 –90,000 = 75,000) while maintaining a water
balance that results in no change in total system storage, and therefore, no long-term change in groundwater
storage."
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To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bondarenko, Randy
Planning Comp Plan-UDO
Emailing - Alb. IDO.pdf
Thursday, April 20, 2017 1:00:10 PM
Alb. IDO.pdf

Ms. Lehner, attached is a letter in regards to our concerns regarding the Integrated Development
Ordinance that is being proposed by the City of Albuquerque.
Randy Bondarenko
Director, Retail Property
And Facilities Management
Western Refining Retail Division
Ofc.: 602-286-1922
Cell: 480-688-9315
Email: randy.bondarenko@wnr.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

aboard10@juno.com
Planning Comp Plan-UDO; Schultz, Shanna M.
Comments of the IDO / EPC April 24th Hearing
Thursday, April 20, 2017 1:01:05 PM
Comments for the April 24th, 2017 EPC..doc

Hello,
I am sending in my comments for the April 24th EPC/IDO hearing to meet
the 48 hour rule. Please see attachment.
Rene' Horvath
PS: Please let me know that you received them.

Rene’ Horvath’s Comments on the IDO for the April 24th EPC Hearing
Dear Chairwoman Ms. Hudson and fellow Commissioners,
The following items need more public review and input:
1. Parking: Maintain the current parking requirements. The IDO is proposing to reduce the
parking requirements to allow more building square footage on sites with less space for
parking. This reduction in on-site parking requirements for apartments and businesses is
forcing off-site parking in adjacent neighborhoods. This also becomes a safety issue for people
who are forced to park off site in dark areas, along busy roadways, or cross busy highways to
get to their intended destination. This is a nuisance to neighborhoods and a safety issue for
pedestrians. A more thorough study is needed with public input to determine appropriate
parking requirements for establishments, before any reductions are made to the current zone
code parking requirements.
2. Fast Food Restaurants with Drive up windows: This issue needs to be addressed. Fast food
restaurants with drive up windows are being requested more often with each development
proposal. As many as 3, 4, 5 fast food restaurants/drive up windows are requested for just one
project site. These types of establishments create a much higher trip generation, than sit down
restaurants, making the development site very chaotic with random vehicle movement within a
shopping center site, and making a very un-safe pedestrian environment. The IDO is not
adequately addressing this issue. A study is needed to evaluate drive up establishments, with
the public’s input to determine how many fast food restaurants with drive up windows should
be allowed for one site, which sites are appropriate and which ones are not for drive up
establishments, and how to design a site to handle the internal traffic movement of a drive
through. This study should also include other drive up window establishments and other auto
oriented, high traffic generating uses including gas stations, etc.
3. Car Washes: There are two types of carwashes, one that is a low use /self -serve car wash
and other is the big industrial carwashes. It is unclear how the IDO is handling each type of
carwash. An industrial carwash has a high trip generation and it produces a lot of noise from
the sprays and blowers which it uses to clean vehicles. The Industrial carwash needs to be in
areas that allow direct driveway access to a major street and away from residential zoned areas
or areas where peace and solitude is expected such as churches and Open Space, etc.
4. Adult Entertainment: Over the years, efforts have been made to place these types of uses
into more industrial areas, away from commercial and residential areas. The IDO has not
adequately addressed this issue and opens the door for more opportunity to expand these uses
in more areas of Albuquerque where there is none now. More study with public input is needed
on this issue.

5. Building height and Density: Building Height and density are both hot topics in the IDO.
There is a lot of concern regarding these two issues. This will be a big change for Albuquerque
and needs a much more public review and input. Albuquerque is a scenic area which the public
enjoys. Also, too much density creates greater impact to the surrounding area in regards to
more traffic, overcrowded schools, crime, or the need for more services or infrastructure
improvements. Much more public input is needed on these topics regarding building height
and density, before decisions are made by the EPC.
6. Neighborhood Edge transition zones: The IDO is recommending that the Neighborhood Edge
Transition zone, be 30 ft. max. building height within 100 ft. from houses. The current
Albuquerque zone code C-2 regulation, reads: “structures shall not exceed 26 ft. in height
within 85 ft. of a lot zoned for houses”. I recommend we keep the current 26 ft. max. height
currently seen in the C-2 regulation (Pg. 2-47 Zone Code), versus the 30-ft. proposed maximum
building height for a Neighborhood Edge Transition zone.
7. Zoning Designations: It is still unclear as to why it was necessary for the IDO to change the
current zone code maps and zone designations. These changes make a huge impact on what
kind of permissive and conditional uses are allowed and what the building dimensions will be
for those designations. Most of the public has no idea that these changes are being made to
the current zone maps and zone code. The topic alone needs much more time and attention
for public scrutiny and input than has been given.
The IDO is a huge undertaking with monumental changes to our current zone code. For those
who have been following the Comp Plan/IDO hearings, the last Council hearing on the Comp
Plan was March 20th. This only allowed a few short weeks for the public participants to start
reviewing the IDO. Despite all the City meetings that were held, there was not enough time to
discuss the details and adjust the IDO before it went before the EPC for review. The
Neighborhoods have requested more time to review and understand the IDO. This should have
been done before it went to the EPC. If it is determined that the IDO is the way to go, then
more time is needed for evaluation and public input before it goes to the EPC for review and
approval. Our zone code has served Albuquerque for many years, and should be not be
discounted so easily. If the City cannot give the time needed to go over the IDO with the public,
then the current Zone code should remain in place.
Rene’ Horvath

